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HOVEY SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDED TO 3 TECH
STUDENTS RECENTLY
Forty Dollar Awards
To High Ranking
Men
WERE HONOR MEN
F. J. Hovey Memorial Fund
Of $5900 Created
In 1931
rley R. Parsons, of South Paris,
:worth E. Beverage, of Oakland, and
'•am W. Lewis, also of Oakland, have
awarded the Hovey Memorial Schol-
•ps at the University of Maine, Presi-
: Hauck announced recently. These
.irships, to the amount of $40, are
led in the fall and spring to three
71ts from the College of Technology
excellence in scholastic attainment,
aracter, and general promise. The corn-
:: :tee of award are the Dean and the de-
- ornent heads of the college, subject to
President's approval.
Parsons, a sophomore in the Pulp and
Paper course, graduated from South Paris
}Fell School with an excellent record. At
University he has not only maintained
holastic rank well above the average,
' Lit has also participated in track, football.
winter sports, having already earned
' s letter in the last. He is a brother of
Philip Parsons, who was well known at
University two and three years ago
zo a football player and who was awarded
the Washington Alumni Watch at gradu-
ation as the man of his class most useful
to the University.
Beverage, a senior in the Chemical En-
gineering course, graduated from Williams
High School, Oakland, where he was edi-
tor of the year book, president of the Stu-
dent Council, and class valedictorian.
Lewis is also a graduate of Williams
high School, where he was vice president
f his class and business manager of the
,,-hool paper.
The Hovey Memorial Scholarships are
awarded from the income of a fund estab-
.•-hed as a tribute to the memory of Fran-
cis J. Hovey by his fellow-workers in the
Stone & Webster Corporation of Boston.
In 1931, they, together with the company
with which he was so long associated, cre-
ated the Memorial Fund of $5900. In the
following year this was given to the Uni-
versity and from it six scholarships are
A-arded annually, three in the fall and
simile- semester.
DEBATERS FACE HEAVY
SCHEDULES THIS WEEK
In Debate Today on Munitions at
Boston University;
Team at Conn.
Five decision debates, one already held,
fur of them to be held between now and
Friday evening, three of them to take place
,Aithout the state, mark the heavy debate
irogram of Maine's arguers for this week.
rhe one already held took place before
!He I.amoine Grange, at Lamoine, and was
Latween University of Maine debaters
• .emselves, Spurgeon Benjamin and Ham-
ti arguing against Sargent
hissell and David S. Brown on the ques-
:n : Resolved: That the nations should
1;ree to prevent the infernational shipment
arms and munitions.
Spurgeon Benjamin and Hamilton
:othby are to debate today on this same
question with representatives of Boston
'Cniversity at that college.
On Friday, the three-debate day, Da-
id S. Brown and Sargent Russell will
roeet two Boston University debaters,
Samuel Cohen '35, and William N. Wheel-
er '35, before a special assembly to be held
at Old Town High School at 1:45 p.m.
Both of the visiting debaters are students
:•1 the College of Business Administration
•: their university.
The other two debates to be held to-
arrow are to be with Boston College
'id Connecticut State College at those
-Alleges. Spurgeon Benjamin and Ham-
ton Boothby will debate at Boston Col-
:eg and George A. Clark and Chester
smith at Connecticut State University,
latter pair to take the affirmative on a
.esolution that the federal government
-hould grant funds to the several states
with a view to equalizing educational op-
?ortunity.
NOTICE
Last call—all members who wish
'o order Masque keys call or notify
fun Day.
CAMPUS ELECTIONS
HELD LAST FRIDAY
Mullen and Snow Are
Reelected for
Office
At the annual business meeting of the
Maine Campus held last Friday afternoon,
Burton E. Mullen '36 was re-elected edi-
tor of the paper for the coming year, and
Philip Snow '36 was re-elected business
znanager. Elston P. Ingalls '35 retired
from the position of managing editor which
he has held during the last year. Ingalls
has been connected with journalism at the
University since his freshman year. He
is a member of Kappa Gamma Phi, hon-
orary journalistic fraternity, has served
as president of the Maine Masque, and dur-
ing the past year was president of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
Cynthia Wasgatt '35 retired from the
position of associate editor. Miss Was-
gatt has worked on the Campus board since
her freshman year. and has been promine: •
in many extra-curricula activities. SI
is an All Maine Woman. Miss Wasgatt
is replaced as associate editor by James
Day '36 who served as news editor of the
Campus last year. Ingalls is replaced as
managing editor by Ernest Saunders '36
who acted as assistant managing editor for
a time last year.
Other election results are: men's news
editor, Willett Rowlands; women's news
editor, Elizabeth Philbrook ; society edi-
tor, Margaret Sewall; sports editor, Ray-
mond Gailey ; circulation manager, George
Clarke; and advertising manager, James
Haggett.
The Campus board voted at the meeting
to add fifty dollars to the type fund which
is being accumulated by the paper.
The annual banquet of the Campus will
he held next Thursday evening at the
Penobscot Valley Country Club. At the
banquet keys and shingles will be awarded
to members of the staff.
MAJORS OLIVER AND
STEWART WILL LEAVE
MAINE R.O.T.C. UNIT
Will Be Trazzferred at Close
Of University in
June
President A. A. Hauck of the Univer-
sity; of Maine, announced recently that he
had received word from the War Depart-
ment at Washington that Major Edward
J. Oliver and Major Loren P. Stewart
will be transferred from the local R.O.T.C.
,riit at the end of this year, and that their
I.:aces will be taken by Major Robert K.
Alcott and Captain Alonzo P. Fox. Major
Alcott will succeed Major Oliver and will
become head of the unit here. The new
commander of the military phase of the
University work holds an LL.B. degree
from the University of Minnesota, is a
graduate of the Infantry School and of
the Command and General Staff School.
The new Captain who will take Major
Stewart's place, holds a 13.S. from St.
Louis University. and is a graduate of the
Infantry School.
Both Major Oliver and Major Stewart
have been connected with the R.O.T.C.
here since 1928, a period of seven years,
which is much longer than the usual length
of service in one institution, and during
the period both men have made many
friends here and have taken a real inter-
est in the work of the University. Major
Oliver has made the unit here one of the
best in the country, and has been recog-
nized as the commander of the best bat-
talion in New England at different times.
Major Stewart is a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Maine in the class of 1915. and
was recently created a Major in recog-
nition of his excellent work as an officer.
Both these men will be greatly missed at
the University.
Major Oliver has already received or-
ders from the War Department that he is
to report at Vicksburg. Miss., for work
in training the National Guard at that
fort. Major Stewart has not yet learned
where he will be stationed after the com-
pletion of his work here in June.
PRES. HAUCK LECTURES
IN LITTLE THEATRE SOON
President Arthur Hauck wil give an
illustrated lecture at the Little Theatre
tonight at seven o'clock. The lecture will
he under the auspices of the Home Eco-
nomics, the Forestry, and the Heck Clubs.
There will be entertainment and refresh-
ments and the whole College of Agricul-
ture is invited to attend.
TO TAKE OCEAN CRUISE
..=•••
Members of the Maine Bears, student orchestra, which will take a two weeks' cruise this summer on ocean liner
"Olympic"
INCREASE SCHOLARSHIPS MAINE BEARS PLAN FOR '`ANOTHER LANGUAGE'
FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS CRUISE THIS SUMMER SELECTED BY MASQUE
Trustees Announce Number Has
Been Increased to
Eight
The Trustees at their last meeting
voted to increase the number of
graduate scholarships carrying tui-
tion to eight.
Two of these are available for each of
the four undergraduate divisions of the
Colleges of Agriculture, Arts and Sci-
ences, and Technology, and the School of
Education. The Trustees have generously
provided that any of these scholarships not
awarded in the regular assignment may be
awarded at large to outstanding candi-
dates.
The holders of these scholarships are
expected to make some return for the aid
rendered them. In keeping with the prac-
tice common in graduate schools, it is un-
derstood that they may be called upon to
give such assistance in their departments
as they can reasonably perform without
interfering seriously with their own
,tudies.
EARL BROWN FOUND
IN BOSTON STATION
Has Been Missing from Campus'
Since April 3; Victim
Of Amnesia I
The search for Earl D. Brown, a l
University of Maine senior who has
been missing from campus since,
Wednesday, April 3, was brought to
1a close early Monday morning when
the missing student was found wan-
dering about the South Station in
Boston by a representative of the
Travellers' Aid Society.
Dean of Men, Lamert S. Corbett. led
the search for Brown with the aid of the
state police and county officials which
started Friday morning. Brown was suf-
fering from an attack of amnesia. He had
a similar attack a year and a half ago
while attending the George Washington
School of Medicine in Washington, D. C.
Brown attended his first three classes
,ni the morning of the day of his disap-
pearance but failed to report at his eleven
o'clock class that morning. It was not
until Friday morning that any concern was
attached to his disappearance when Dean
Corbett started the search that lasted four
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown, parents
the missing boy, left their home at Nor
way Lake. Maine, to aid in the sear 
with Raynor Brown ,a present sophomor,
at the University, the brother of Ear:
Brown.
SOPHOMORE HOP FRIDAY
NIGHT IN MEMORIAL GYM
The annual Sophomore ilop ill he held,
at eight o'clock on Friday evrning, April'
12, in the Memorial Gymoasium.
The eipmm:tiee is as follows: Norman
Carlisl:., chairman. Clarence Keagan, Dan-
id Lucey, Donald Kilgour, Robert Mar-,
ionette. The chaperons are: Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Wallace, Major and Mrs.
Eberle.
Music willbe provided by Lloyd Raff
nel and "The Georgians" with Jane Raff-
net.
There are still positions open for fresh-
man candidates for assistant managers of
outdoor track. Report immediately to the
manager or Mr. Curtis
Brockway, a native of South Hadley,
Mass., is well qualified for the position.
He Was outstanding as an undergraduate,
being active in sports, prominent in edi-
torial work on the Prism, Campus, and
Maine Review, and a Senior Skull, as well
as president of his fraternity, Sigma Alpha
To Play on Steamer "Olympic"
On Two Weeks' Trip
In August
The "University of Maine Bears" dance
orchestra has completed plans with the
Cunard White Star Ltd. Anchor Line for
a two week cruise sailing August 3 from
New York City on the S.S. Olympic. The
band. headed by T. Willard Crane '36, will
visit Nassau. Bermuda, Saguenay River.
Quebec. Murray Bay, and will return to
New York about August 16.
The band, formerly led by Larry Mil-
ler, has been furnishing music for many
college social affairs and outside dances
during the past five years.
The members of the band are: T. Wil-
lard Crane '36, of South Portland; Neil
Calderwood '34, of Vinalhaven; Orrin
Bradbury '35, of Rockland; Donald Gay
'35. of Casco; Lloyd Pratt '36. of Gorham;
Edward Cotton '36, of Houlton; Merritt
Trott '38, of Bath; and Louis Pearson, of
Bangor.
Coeds Confess Pests
Infest Without Finesse
l'here i-ritinues to bc that
noxious menace of young whipper-
snappers who, while feeling effer-
vescent and frivolous, insist on ser-
enading the girls' dorms. Tuesday
evening, or perhaps it was Wednes-
day morning, a crowd of wise guys
tormented Balentine and Colvin
Halls with what they considered to
be harmonious melody, but which in
reality was a combination of cow
bellows and grinding gears. The
girls say that they wouldn't mind
the entertainment if it were good.
but nothing that has been offered by
the self-elected entertainers would
please a Polynesian Islander.
Aroostook's own Morton Down-
ey, "Nanny" White, is said to have
been leading the Inquisition, but we
were unable to discover who his
supporters were on the occasion.
Ile admits that all he needs to get
into big time is a good manager, but
some of those who have been un-
fortunate enough to listen to his at-
tempts think that he will get time
without a good manager.
TENNIS IS RECOGNIZED
AS MINOR SPORT HERE
MANY CHANGES IN
BASEBALL LINEUP
FOR FIRST GAME
Milton MacBride Given
Acting Captaincy
This Year
OUTFIELD IS OPEN
MacBride Behind the Plate
With Walton as
Infielder
As the date set for their first game ap-
proaches. Coach Brice continues to juggle
his men about in an effort to find the cor-
rect combination for a winning nine. Not
only has he moved his star shortstiip, Mac-
Bride, behind the plate, but he has also
transferred Red Walton, last year an out-
fielder on the All-State team,- into an in-
fielder.
MacBride was a catcher when he came
to Maine. and he should feel at home in
his backstopping (huties. Since the begin-
lung of the season, MacBride has been
leading the team in batting and he is ex-
. pected to shine this year. Coach Brice
AS NEXT OFFERING calls hini "the greatest athlete in my 14
• 
Dorothy Sawyer, John
Clark To Play
Leads
Dorothy Sawyer, a senior, and John
Clark, a freshman, have been selected by
Prof. Bailey, head of the public speaking
department. to play the leading roles in
Rose 1). Franken's three act comedy, "An-
other Language," which will be presented
in the Little Theatre sometime during
Junior Week. The exact dates have not
been decided on.
"Another Language" has been substi-
tuted for "Saint Joan" which was previ-
ously scheduled. It received its initial
professional production in 1932, and
proved to he one of the most popular of-
ferings of that season. It is a light, airy
comedy that moves rapidly and smoothly
and is a play that can never lose its appeal
unless human nature changes.
Dorothy Sawyer is a Masque veteran
who has appeared in "Counsellor at Law"
and "Holiday" as well as several class
plays. She is a versatile actress, gifted
with a great deal of stage personality and
preseoce. Playing opposite her will be
John Clark who has had considerable ex-
perience in theatrical work before coming
to Maine, and he is showing much promise
of giving a isolished and satisfactory per-
formance when the play is offered.
The cast : Mrs. Italian, Celia Cohen;
Mr. Italian, Ilosvard Crafts; Harry, Lew-
is Edwards; Helen, Kay lloctor ; Walter,
Theodore Woods; Grace, Rachel Fowles;
Paul, Stanley Fuger ; Etta, Agnes Crow-
hey; Victor, John Clark; Stella, Dorothy
Sawyer; Jerry, William VanGundy.
BROCKWAY ANNOUNCES
PLACEMENT BUREAU
IN FULL OPERATION
According to a recent announcement
made by Philip J. Brockway '31, newly
appointed director of the Placcnient Bu-
reau, the Bureau is in full operation and
welcomes the enrollment of all students,
particularly seniors, seeking employment.
Brockway stated that he and his staff are
at present busily engaged working on defi-
nite openings and expect to place several
students this year.
Philip J. Brockway assumed the role of
placement director under the supervision
of and in the same office with Alumni Sec-
retary Charles E. Crossland, in room 11,
Fernald Hall. Brockway will devote a
large part elf his time to placement work.
At a meeting of the Athletic Board in This new work is in the nature of a two
March, tennis was established as a minor year trial to determine in some degree, at
sport. Letters of a distinctive type will least, the value of placement to the seniors,
he awarded from now on. Major M's are to alumni, to the University, and to the
to be awarded to the outstanding players Alumni A‘S.K.
at the discretion of the Board.
The recognition of this sport marks the
success of four years of effort on the part
of Dr. Small. Tennis Coach. Tennis at
Maine is now on an equal footing with
tennis at the other Maine colleges, and a
full schedule has been arranged with Bow-
doin, Bates. Colby, and Tufts. Maine will Epsilon. His major subject was English.
enter a team in the State Championship His high academic standing won for him
Tournament at Lewiston, and if victorious membership in Phi Kappa Phi and Phi
will send a team to the New England Ten- Beta Kappa and nomination as a Rhodes
nis Association Meet at Boston. Scholar. Following graduation he taught
Candidates for Varsity and Junior Var- at the University. Since then he has been
sity teams should hand in their names on j in the paper manufacturing industry in
or before Monday, April 15, to Coach ' which he received experience which should
Small, or to Ted Curtis. prove valuable to him in this new position.
years at Maine." His appointment to the
acting-captaincy is expected to spur the
Easton lad on to even greater heights than
he has thus far achieved.
Walton, who has the second highest bat-
ting average, looks like a fixture at third.
Anderson has an edge over Stone in their
battle for the second base post due to his
experience and to the fact that he is a
better hitter. The remainder of the infield
shapes up with Steve Marshall at short-
stop, and Woodbury, who has shown great
improvement over his work of last year,
at first base.
If this lineup is used, there will be three
converted outfielders in the infield, Wood-
bury, Anderson, and Walton all having
come in front the gardens.
The outfield remains wide open and
Coach Brice states that any appointments
to outfield posts will lie made on the basis
of hitting ability. At present, Bell and
Keegan, both members of last year's Frosh
nine, are leading the outfielders in batting.
The pitching looks to be much stronger
than it was last year. Hoyt has shown
considerable improvement and should have
a very good season. Henderson is another
good possibility, but Brice is keeping an
eye on his hitting with the idea of sending
hint to the outfield. Other pitchers arc
Wakely and Golobski, members of last
year's varsity squad, and Greene and Kil-
gour, a southpaw, who came up from the
1934 freshman outfit.
The one drawback thus far has been the
weather, and if there is no improvement in
weather ("Mini Ms, there is a pissibility
that the Maine team may have to play their
first game without having had enough out-
side practice.
When they go on their Southern trip the
Bears will encounter two serious obstacles
in thrown and Boston College. Both of
these schools have veteran teams, and they
should provide good experience for later
series competition of the Maine nine.
Crowing Interest in
Anti-Hearst Drive
Among Students Here
Demand Is Increasing for the
"Don't Read Hearst"
Buttons
The nation-wide boycott of Hearst pub-
lications instituted by the so-called more
liberal elements of the country is being
contributed to with increasing energy by
students of the University of Maine. as
indicated by the fact that a demand for
more of the "Don't-Read-Hearst" buttons
has resulted in the purchase of a new batch
of them from the League for Industrial
Democracy, which batch is now being
distributed by David Brown '36 and Edwin
Costrell '38.
Liberals in general view I hearses activi-
ties as malicious and profess to see in the
red-scare he is conducting a smoke-screen
through which he intends to facilitate per-
secution of liberals and suppression of
freedom of speech arid of education. They
regard the invasion of the class rooms by
Hearst reporters as an outrageous first
step in a campaign to convert the colleges
from institutions of impartial education
into institutions for the dissemination of
noxious flearstian ballyhoo, with all of
its emphasis on militarism and its alleged
perverted interpretation of patriotism as
meaning unstinting loyalty to the pluto-
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Prep School Insignia
Elsew here in this issue of the
Campus appears a notice signed by
the Senio a- Skull Society and the "M"
Club requesting upperclassmen to
stop wearing insignia other than that
earned here at Maine. The Campus
questions not only the authority of
the Skulls and the "M" Club to make
this request. but also their motives.
As for authority, the Student Sen-
ate, and the Student Senate alone,
has the power to recommend to the
student body what they shall or shall
not do. The Campus has always un-
dersti.g K1 that the primary function of
the Skulls is to promote friendly re-
lations between freshmen and sopho-
mores, and with the "M" Club hay-
Mg no jurisdiction whatsoever over
any student group, the Campus be-
lieves that these organizations have
overstepped their authority.
If the wearing of prep school in-
signia is particularly harmful to the
morale of a university, or if it were
an indication I if vainglorious display
upon the Ftrt of individual students
if their high i a prep school achieve-
ments, the Campus would be arming
the first to object.
But it seems to be generally true
that the wearing of sweaters with
prep sell( mil insignia is prompted
more by eci im any than by pride. It
is unfair to ask students to discard
a more or less expensive article of
clothing w 41foot a good reason.
It the motive of the Skulls and the
lub is that of seeking more
Edreo igniti( ill ann ing students for
Maine athlete., it Which the two or-
ganizations involved are largely com-
ty used, then we believe that the nit,
tive is insufficient.
The Campus certainly respects the
value of athletics, and the right of
athletes who have earned their let •
tern to wear (IBID. rill We believe
that participation in athletics in, or
sh.tilt I 1Pe. a reward in itself, and that
the wearing of an "M" is a much
more minor consider:Mt in.
'Mere fore the Campus urges that
the student body will not look with!
disfavor upon the wearing of prep ,
school letters despite the present re-
quest of the Skulls and "M" Club
members.
PROF. WARING HAS
ADDRESSES PUBLISHED
The recently published report ot the
24th annual clitiventigin of the Horticulture
Society of New Hampshire contained two,
addresses given by J. H. Waring. head of '
the department of horticulture of the Uni-
versity of Maine. before that convention.
The Soil in Relation to Orchardino. which,
is an extensive review of the relative pro- ,
ductivity of different types of soils and
which contains common sense rules to ap-
ply in choosing a site for the planting of
new orchards, was the first. The title
the second was New Emphasis in Fruit,
Thinning This is a comprehensive review
of the revolution of the ideas regarding the
value of fruit thintings and the relation
between this and the life and health of the
fruit tree.
(OR RESPONDENCE
(The corresposdeace columns of The clompsa
are apes to nil public is pertinent sublecta,
sad letters are welcomed All letters Amid
be sigaed with the author's real lame. but •
pen name will be used is publicatioe of theletter if desired. The ideas stated Is these
rolumns are not necessarily these of The Cam-
pus and should sot be so considered. The edi-tor riteereos the right te withhold say letter
en • part al any tow.)
Editor, Maine Camp io
Dear Sir:
There is an old saying to the effect
that there is no use in crying over
spilt milk, but sometimes a word at
the right moment may serve to pre-
vent future spillings. I am referring
to the omission of Sigma Chi from
the list of Maine fraternities in the
anniversary issue of the Campus.
Sigma Chi does not seek publicity,
and cares little whether its minor so-
cial functions ever see print or not,
but the fraternity does resent being
left completely out of the picture
when there is mention of the frater-
nities at the University.
The fact that the local chapter is
at present without a home does not
alter the fact that many of its mem-
bers play an important part in the
various activities and that Sigma Chi
is still very much alive here at Maine.
That the omission was unintention-
al we do not question, but we do be-
lieve that it was needless. We ask
no apology for this, but we request
that in the future you will remember
that there is a chapter of Sigma Chi
at Maine, and that you will endeavor
to give that chapter the space it de-
serves.
Editor, Maine Campus,
Dear Sir:
It appears that the Maine Campus
considers that, with the loss of its
house. Sigma Chi Fraternity no long-
er exists at the University of Maine.
At least Sigma Chi was omitted from
the list of U. of M. fraternitites in
the fiftieth anniversary issue of the
Maine Campus.
We wish to inform the Maine
Campus that not only does Sigma
Chi remain active at Maine, but that
when college opens in September,
we expect to be well established in
a new house, which will more than
compensate for the loss of our old
one.
As is recognized by all of the lead-
ing fraternities, Sigma Chi is one of
the strongest and best nationally.
( ven a sin irt time in its new location
it is certain to become one of the
strongest at Maine. We consider
that Sigma certainly deserves a
place in the list of fraternities at the
•Iiiversity of Maine.
Sincerely,
Sigma Chi Fraternity
N,te The editor blushes.)
CHURCH NOTICE
Methodist Episcopal Church
Palm Sunday
10:30 'Morning Worship v‘ith sermon.
"Ile Descended into Hell."
Palm Sunday ingathering of members.
1)(1 Evening Assembly in the Church
Auditorium. One act religious drama by
!he Wesley Players.
"SMOKE." by Dorothy Clarke Wilson.
( Play of the Industrial Order, winner
over 2R) competitors in New York.)
Cast of characters : David Christopher.
trusted employee of the Randall Mills. and
father of Gay Christopher. John Willey;
Martha Christopher. wife of David. Mar-
guerite Benjamin; Gay Christopher. Josie
Naylor; Carl Randall. owner of the Ran-
dall Mills. Dana Sidelinger ; Dan Es-arts.
a leader of the strikers. Gordon Heath:
Joe Blake. a workman, Karl Fitch; Pat
Fogarty, night watchman at the Randall
Mills. Fred Andrew's; Rosa Morenski,
wife of one of the strikers. Barbara Brown.
Coach, John Willey.
Fellowship Church
Fell.qvship Church %vill observe Palm
Sunday with program as follows: Regular
Service at 10:30 a.m. Dr. Charles M.
Sharpe will preach on the theme. "The
Kingliness of Jesus." Me. William J.
Cupp. baritone, will sing ''The Palms," by
Faure. The choir will sing an anthem.
Miss Stella Powers, pianist.
.At the meeting of the 'Young People's
Club (the Manse from 6:30 to 8:15) Miss
Althea Nfillett will speak of the life at
Camp Nfanitou during the summer season,
and Mr. Ted Curtis will run moving pic-
tures e of the same. All young people in-‘ 
Patronize Our Advertisers
FORTY-TWO SCHOOLS TO
ENTER U. OF M. SPEAKING REV.J N SAYRE SPOKE. . HOME ECS VISIT NURSINGSCHOOLS—HOME EC DEPTS.AND READING CONTEST IN THE LITTLE THEATRE AT CAMDEN AND BELFAST
Helene Heye, Margaret Musgrave, and
reading contests for the academies and The Rev. John Nevin Sayre, Chairman Professor Greene recently visited thehigh schools of the State of Maine will of the Fellowship of Reconciliation and Emergency Nursing School and the Home
Vice-Chairman of the Committee on Mill- Economics department of the Camden
tarism in Education, spoke last Monday High School which is under the direction
afternoon in the I.ittle Theatre under the of Dorothy Baker '32, and the Nursing
auspices of the Maine Christian Associa- School of Belfast which is under the direc-
tion on the topic of "Non-Violence and tion of Ellen Frame '32. Miss Frame wasThere will be contests in extemporane- Class Conflict." the first Maine student to attend the Mer-ous speaking, declamation, and in humor- Rev. Sayre is a Protestant Episcopal rill-Palmer School in Detroit and has fiveous and dramatic reading.
Minister who has been identified for a assistants, one of whom is Ruth VaughnThe winner of first place in each con- 
I 
score of years with the movement for 11test will base the privilege of broadcast- I world peace. lie was formerly editor and This is an ERA project and cares for
30 undernourished children under the day-
school plan, with supervised play, educa-
tion, and meals. Later in the week the
tenth time since the War, making contact Misses Heye and Greene travelled togoing to Kent State College, Kent, Ohio, I
to take part in the National Speech Tour- 
with friends and acquaintances in tier- Dexter and to Maine Central Institute and
many, Austria, Switzerland, France, Eng_ attended the classes in child care and train-nament for secondary schools sponsored by land, and Denmark. He has travelled lug. These departments are under the di-Forensic League. During
around the world once, residing in China rection of Marion Dixon '33 and Esther
for some months. He has visited Russia .McNair '33. By keeping in close contact
three times, seeing it under the Czar and with the field problems of the Home Eco-
under the Soviets. In 1928 he headed a nornics teacher in the secondary school, the
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The University of Maine speaking and
take place April 26 on the University cam-
pus. Forty-two schools will be represent-
ed by 115 pupils, a number greater than
that which participated in any of the previ-
ous years.
the National
the past two years winners have attended
national tournaments at Wooster, Ohio,
and Topeka, Kansas. The University al-
so offers cash awards to the winners of
first and second places in each contest.
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Tennis
May 4 Colby at Waterville
May 4 Wassokeag Prep vs. Maine
Junior Varsity at Orono
May 8 Bates at Lewiston
May 10 Colby at Orono
May 13 Tufts at Medford
May 15 Bates at Orono
May 18 Bowdoin at Brunswick
May 20-22 State Meet at Lewiston
Golf
Apr. 22 Rowdoin at Brunswick
May 4 Colby at Waterville
May 7 Bov.,doin at Orono
May 15 Colby at Orono
May 20 State Meet at Brunswick
Freshman Track
Apr. 20 Deering at Orono
Apr. 27 Portland at Orono
May 4 I_ee, Bangor, Brewer, Millinocket
Orono, Old Town at Orono
May 18 Caribou, Ricker, Presque Isle
at Orono
May 24-5 New Englands at Portland
(Relay)
Freshman Baseball
(All games at Orono)
May 1 Varsity
May 11 Ricker
May 15 Kents Hill
May 17 M.C.I.
May 18 Hebron
May 23 Higgins
May 25 Bridgton
NOTICE
TECHNOLOGY SENIORS
Comprehensive examinations, similar in
type to those given in 1934, will be given
to Technology seniors on Friday, May 24,
and Monday, May 27.
Senior final examinations will be omitted
in all engineering courses.
Senior spring semester grades will be
based upon daily work and grades received
in preliminary or monthly examinations.
The results of these comprehensive er-
aminations will be used
I. As a partial basis for determining
graduatiini.
In the computation of the final ac-
cumulative average, the average of
eight semesters' work will carry a
weight of four-fifths: and the aver-
age grade, received in the compre-
hensive examination. will carry a
weight of one-fifth.
2. To determine departmental honors.
3. As a basis for recommendations
1( or employment, whenever possible.
( Signed)
Paul Cliike
ing his or her selection or speech over
radio station WLBZ the morning of April
I 27. The winners of first and second places
in each contest will have the privilege of Last summer he visited Europe for the
mission of the Fellowship of Reconcilia-
tion to Nicaragua and other Central Amer-
ican countries. It was planned as an in-
tervention of friendship to offset so far
as it could the bitterness engendered by
the military intervention of the United
States, Mr. Sayre was the first organizer
of the Committee on Militarism in Educa-
tion and was included in the Honor Roll
of the Nation for this work.
A graduate of Princeton University
where he formerly taught Biblical Litera-
ture and was Secretary of the Christian
Association, he has preached in leading
churches here and abroad, lectured in Uni-
versities, at conferences, luncheon clubs
and forums, and is a contributor to various ,
magazines.
OPENING OF SCHOOL
POSTPONED FOR MEASLES
At the advice of the Chairman of the
University Health Committee, Dr. Tom-
linson, the opening of the nursery school,
which had been scheduled for this week,
has been indefinitely postponed. The
prevalence of measles among the children
in Orono was the cause.
IN EARLY AM I A WE EAD
THE PURITANS AND CAPTAIN
MILES 5TAND151-4 WHO - -
ETC .. ETC
Is ARROW'S shaped-
to-fit shirt that fits as
though it were tail-
ored especially for
you. Slopes with the
shoulders . . tapers
with the arms. . .
drapes perfectly at
the waist. . and it's
Sanforized - Shrunk!
$2
VIRGIES
71-4E TOBACCO THAT SPEAKS
FOR. ITSELF BECAUSE OF ITS
MILDNESS. MELLOWNESS
AND COOLNESS IS s
PRINCE ALBERT.'
WHAT FLAVOR /
Sel Poi -Fel - - •
faculty of the Home Economics course is
better able to form their curriculum for
prospective teachers.
NOTICE
There will be a meeting of Senior Class
representatives of each sorority, fraternity,
and off campus, Tuesday, April 16, at 6:45
p.m. in 22 Rogers Hall for the nomination
of Senior Class parts.
STUDENTS' EFFORTS
RECEIVE RECOGNITION
Actisc and alumni members of
Zeta, national agricultural fraternity.
recently in ‘Vinslow Hall, Universit:.
Maine, to initiate five new members. T1.
initiated were Ira Packard '35. Bel.-;
Glen Torrey '36. Auburn; Leslie Htitc
'37, Portland: Robert McKusick '37,
ford: Lester Smith '37, Buxton.
Dr. 'Charles Merchant, Professor
Agricultural Economics, acted as t,
master at the initation banquet which
attended by 46 alumni and active member.
Other speakers were: Dr. E. R. Hitch;',-
Professor of Bacteriology; Dean I. s
Corbett, Professor of Animal Indust--.
and R. J. Smythe, Professor of Pouio-:.
Men enrolled in the College of Agri, .:.-
ture with good scholarship, desirable
sonality, and qualities of leadership ari.
eligible for Alpha Zeta. Among the rne!,-
txls by which the fraternity encour4,
leadership in agricultural attainments a7,
the honoring of the freshman agricultur,,.
student who attains the highest rank,
by the awarding of a certificate of recoe..,
tion each year to the outstanding 4-1 i
Club boy in Maine and by paying his traLs-
portation to the National 4-H Club Con-
test.
The faculty advisory committee consist
of Professors M. D. Jones, F. H. Stelt.-
metz, E. R. Hitchner, and Dean L. S.
Corbett.
The law of diminishing returns holds no terror for
Arrow Sanforized
-Shrunk Shorts. They cannot
shrink no matter how often the garment is washed.
Sanforizing, the only process of its kind, guar-
antees permanent fit forever.
Don't resign yourself to underwear that continu-
ally creeps up on you, cuts you in two, and gen-
erally ruins your disposition. Arrow Shorts give
you comfort where you really need it—they are
full cut with ample leg room—that bedeviling
center seam has been replaced with a saddle seat
—the garment is tailored throughout with your
comfort in mind. See your Arrow dealer today.
Arrow Shorts
65c up
Arrow Undershirts
50c up
ARROW UNDERWEI
S.4NFORIZED SHRUNK
CLUETT, PEABODY & CO., INC., TROY, N. Y.
MILES WAS BASHFUL. SO HE 
 
SENT  1-115 FRIEND ,JOHN ALDEN.
114) PROPOSE TO THE IiiBEAUTIFUL PRISCILLA.
—PRISCILLA WAS
THAT WAY ABOUT 1,040t 5
JOHNI eucctrw
'Two
ounces
\T1 every
t:Act.
ARCHLY THE MAI EN 5 IL . • ND.
WITH EYES OVER— RUNNING WITH
LAUGHTER ,SAID, IN A
TREMULOU5 VOICE
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By Martin Scrivesme
The human mind is one of the
most complex gadgets that man
hs.s to deal with, and the product
that is ground out of the human
/Dina tri as unrefined and un-
lailioniable as eternity. fn some
,asett it demands truth. in °mei
coert it ab11015 truth. A person
With ttle slightest atom 01 social
saint auun would tuna d mucn
tablet pathii he were tu paddle
titiough t lades in a leather canoe
than he will il he attempts to be a
pcpuiar member ut cuntemporar)
aviiety. L'oy that I mean that a
pel$011 to be popular with his ati-
804..14IC5 MUM develop the elusive
te‘rinujue col lying and telling the
Uuth when occasion demands, and
Di. needs all the pity in the world
tie speaks trutlitutly when so-
ciety thinlui that he should he.
11c has no jurisdiction in Inc mat-
te', and by some ingenious me-
'nod he must discover what peo-
eie really want turn to say.
4. 4. + Jr.
nen a person commits some
4,Altll crime he wouldn t expect
society to commend him for it, but
lie snakes some heroic rescue ne
expects his work to be recognized
and appreciated. Ile would fee,
that something was wrong it peo-
ple came up to Sum alter he hau
%ed a child from drowning, pe I -
11471, at WC risk of his own Ill e,
gall said I hat was a horrible
thing to do. 1 ou shouid be asham-
ed ut yourself. And on the
otner hand, it he kilied a child in
culd blood when in a bad temper
ariU people should say to Jura I
congratulate you, oici man, that
was a great piece ot work, he
could justly teel that some sort of
revision was needed in the social
Lucie. In each of the above cases
suLiety would demand truth.
• •S• 4.
i tere is another example of the
suango working of the human
mind that is inexplicable. Ap-
paiently ii a person appears in a
play he expects all who see him
perform to rush madly backstage
atter the show and say -Great
work, pal you were great.- It
makes not the slightest iota of dif-
telence whether he knows too well
that he was Louisa. He wants peo-
ple to lie to him. BUT, it he were
good in the part and he well knew
It. he would want truth. He wouid
expect people to tell him that he
was good. 'Ita be popular in con-
temporary society a person must
sometimes tell the truth and some-
times tell a deliberate lie.
• * *
Some time ago I reviewed a
Play for this department. I re-
counted the event exactly as I saw
IL I was honest. Immediately
several letters arrived, which at-
tacked me for stating my honest
opinion. Something has been said
about prostituting an art, and
there is no surer way to do this
than to fill it with false propa-
ganda. Anything that has been
said herein, now or in previous at-
tempts, has been with a strictly
impersonal attitude. Impersonal
Lot honest. That has been the
ed of the contributor, and n
will continue to be as long as he is
Privileged to appear within these
Pders Something may be said
ironically that would appear to
contradict this, but as long as
write for this bureau, truth and
1'1.)s-testy will be the dominating
influence.
• * * •
Another point that might be
conidered is this. Byrd wouldn't
take a physically inadequate mem-
ber of his party to the South pole.
A paralysis victim wouldn't be ex-
130, ted to play football. Then, if
A Person is so totally wrapped up
in his own importance that he is
m. ntallY inadequate to accept any
fuTrn of criticism, he shouldn't ap.
Pelt in any function where he is
liable to receive such criticism.
When any actor becomes so per-
fect that nothing may be said ad-
versely about his performance.
Adolph Hitler and Rabbi Wise
will be playing skittles in the aisles
of the Metropolitan Opera house
4. *
I receive such tremendous fin-
ancial compensation for contribut-
ing this column that I would be
heartbroken and penniless if 1
were to be discharged. -Tone it
down,- people tell roe, and how
in all that's holy can I ascertain it
they are lying to me or are tellint,
me the truth? Weird is the man
nei in which the human mind op-
erates.
There is another point iliat has
been brought to my attention.
People have said that the actor
appearing on the stage is -up
there doing his best and that I
should have nothing but the high-
est praise for him.- A rather sub-
stantial argument. I think, is that
at the same time the actor is on
the stage doing his best, the critic
is out front doing his best. A the-
atre critic has a sort of reputation
to maintain as surely as does an
actor, and one mistake in his work
is as fatal as a blundered line to
an actor.
Another feature that has been
condemned regarding this de-
partment IS that it tikes a profes-
sional attitude while the subject
dealt with is of amateur standing.
The Masque, if it is worth its salt.
reaches for professional standaidia
Any amateur group that is at all
progressive strives ;ncemsantly to
do its work as near as it possibly
can to that of professionals. If the
Masque adopts a professional at -
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titude it is only reasonable to ex-
pect that the reviewer ut a Masque
*unction should do likewise.
* •
And for the express neneht of
I 
those deist old conservative die-
hards who think that a column 01
this sort should not appeal in
..uiteige paper, I Would like to re-
indict them ka teolly inenecti%e
gesture. I know) that if, !ICI] a thing
is conservative it doewr t nirteiy
stand still. It goes backward.
k. onset vatiszu is a relative tome,
and with the test in the world go-
ing ahead, even though those who
take a conservative d!L it ude thine:
they are standing bean, they are in
reality going backward.
witt. SLUVI• LEADER 15
LOURSL tir-Itt.
Mlas 1.11‘.11C t, 1 on IlSc1141. a, I Lilt t_1111
NAJUI iLlilioligI a,Latl tu New urk, Is 110a
Ili Chula, alIll be keit. until Algal he
Iii \urine\ ;Ault N all the LIP St ISit) ut
Alain*: department ut ttiULatitali
lut \Sultan. to WIntUit LuUl
tor gifts camp councillors, according to
Lengyel, direstor en physical
eoucation tor women.
Lowiastiad la attached tu the New
1.1igland legion, in the capacity oi ad-
ei the training ut Gail Scout lead-
ers. stiv has been a ie.tder in the utgatt-
leai,va, lids nag tor seActial y calm lihietl
lice. ul dift.titul ut the Girt Si out
local cuuncti trt Statile:, Vs ash :Miss
1.at.,end Girl scout &laming was ac-
quired in sarious ports ut the country, in-
cluding Camp Chapparal,. Calif., and
camp halith Macy, the Girl Scout na-
tional leaders training w..hool at Briar-
chin Manor, N.
Slit as a graduate ut the UlliVtrslt) ut
Vs aitlitilgtull wiltle she majored iii Ec-
onomics.
the' course to be gi%en by MIsa TOWII-
stIlli i upentd to anyone interested in
girls. camp work, who pay the registra-
tion lee ut one dollar. While here she
will be located at the Bangor House, and
can be reached there for consultation on
tni I Seoul problems
"404.J.,1;1191104-14-
Dr. Dow Director of Many Students Will
Historical Survey tngage In War Strike
stave) ot historical MallIC 111411U -
a4:.1.1.11/, 1111414.1 llIC dll Ct.IIVI1 ut Lt. kal%Artl
1'. 1JUN. ul dcyarttlittlt
ior) and gu%ttnnscut or the thu%cr,iry
eat Mane, atisi taunted tt) Inc stale ,..1“
‘5,051 ut hit l' L.KA, was IALUILlicki last
h.lizabeill Rang .1 thuds,
aa acia,... 4.11algt: ul the Work hula.
with si Ill id Nut 1.xf's Ili Outs: SAI iuus
LutAttlit ut the' state cal r ing out lite it
search la the tudoildual oiruntics.
king a• Ii., .'g..at psi soli to direct the
slit has iust completed. a bib -
live,' -.ph) ut Maine histor) winch is tu be
published soon, and whose interest is
pa nasa is uiii.et iled with records ut this
'state
I lit purpose oh the sus- % e) Is tu
pile a reletelli.S: list or bitilnigrapin tit
all Itialillar.1 Apt at public libi Aries, private
not alit, and coileeinals, per.oriai plop-
Ur 111,t1tUllt.als,
Ira, an interest to the student co Manic
1/1>lur) in its Mali) phases. this list
WheIi CullipIt'leld will la' 111:14t Atallable
lul lilt use ul studerll s, IllS e•ttgatul s
ollikr interested patties who ate seeking
intormation about local en state history,
institutional history, social, political and
Ilislur), ut valet phases 01 the
ski \Vannt and growth tat the State of
Maine.
lit Luii‘iti.ilt.r iii charge eit the work
it'. is that at present there is no Mbhu-
glaph) a. aliablc to the student that
show s %%ht.!, pertinent Hater Jai is lu-
sated, arid that niush valuable matetial is
being destroyed each >ear that should Lie
Colli-s ted and preserved tor the tuturt.
tie persons selected to du the field work
are well acquainted in their respective
sourities, and know where to look tor
the material being scouglu. The held
workers already appointed and aLtivei)
at work ai e Ma Ann Rosenstein ot
tells and Mrs. Gertrude M5'. Gus, 01
Berwick III York county , Miss Madeline
Lois Bean ot Auburn in Androscoggin
county ; Harold Davis of Calais in Wash-
nylon county; Donald :McCormick of
langur in Penobscot count); Horace P.
"I'M NOT ONE of those 'natural born students' you
hear about," says Capers Smith. "I have to buckle down
and may to get results. When I'm not hitting the books,
I work in the college book e from 12 to 4 every day
It's easy to we how full my time is! When I feel tired
of 'logy: I know that I'm nearing the end of my energy.
Then I always smoke a Camel. It revives me —restores my
energy. And each Camel that follows seems to be even
more chock-full of that mellow, rich tisvor! I smoke
Camels steadily. They never tire my taste. And Camels
never make my nerves lumpy.- illipeed) CAPERS SMITIV311
CAMEL'S TOBACCOS
COST MILLIONS MORE!
"Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS — Turkish and
Domestic — than any other popular brand."
‘Ssitned R. I. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Witi•Aun-Salem. N. C.
loinwrow morning. at eleven a I11.,
thousands ut Welt wthout, preparatory
alltl college students will leave
their class I t.a.nnli in response to a call
lea • "builse .2dgaand War- issued to)
the National Council oi Methodist Youth.
the Intet-Scrutitar) ittAen.citt (N11.1.1.1e
At Wait; Division), the National Student
Lealitlit: tut ttadustr Lall LkIlluCIA‘.), iial
the AllICIlgailt Youth Cuirsicas.
No call tur a strike wall be issued at
the 1.111 \ trail) ul Maitie this year, taut
there Is • ill uniT ut salactit1 Skihr la Utilise
taC I 1011 MX .
-Strike Against Imperialist W
tgCrla \Nat- -Fight .34141111a
"Schools Nut Battleships.
"Abolish the K. ci. 't. 'these ale
among the slogans to lcature in the
strike and niflicatoie ut the reasons in-
spiring it.
It Is truth lilt colleges and wive: sines
caves:1411) that a sagiaticant response tea
Daggett ot Waterville and Pied Bullock
ot Hallowell in Kennebec county ; Miss
Helen Twumbly of Munroe in Waldo
and Knox counties, Henry Cleves ot 13..o
kiartor in Haw:oil count); Nisi Mal is,,
kuike ot Portland and Miss WI kiir
J01111,011 01 1‘ alt.:7%111c ill the Malik'
State Librao at Augusta; Chitties S.
Tibbetts ut Portland in Cumberland
county ; John P. Thonka,  in Portland in
Cumberland county.; Mass Luther Bur.
ton Lit Orono ill the Maine Historical
cloy at Put nand , and Archer Jot ilum
Jr., sal Auburn, supervisor. This group
represents graduates of all the .Maitie
colleges.
Those in charge ut the survey are co-
operating with Mr. Gerald G. Wilder,
labrai sari Ui BUNdUIII COIICIp.', Who ii c.1
lahurattng tut Maine in the preparation
ot a list 01 union newspapers throughout
the count r',, arid with Professor T. M.
Griffiths or Colby College, who is tkiltig
research work on historical maps in
Maine
The survey I, a two month's project
cstending from March 29 to May 30
-
to the strike call is expected. Last year
2.5.Ulk American students responded.
- 1 his year," aecording to those in
charge eat the strikob "our strike will
know no national boundaries-- m North
and South America students will rise on
April 12th and strike against American
imperialtsm; They hope to bring out
lUO,t1U0 students trim the se/souls of Am-
erica this year.
to ltUuie 4141 trum the poster urg-
ing the strike, the organizations issuing
the call thus address students throughout
the nation:
lhe call upon you to act against the
war makers in our own country W al-
Inun kilandolph Hearsi, fluty!' WWI tut his
Nal mongering, slanders and attacks pro-
1.-ors and student oiganizations in hi,
attempt to reduce the iLltuuls to serVilv
Mal YUMA, ut the Jingoists arid the' war
department. Our government fit opuses
peace, but. with Ali e)e tu Japiim, brings
iii the largest peace time military budget.
including a $4.1.11.10.1,111U,01.10 appropriation
tor the R U T. C. Student objectors to
R. O. T. C. are being disciplined by the
aaalle all 1111111atralltnla which converted
the m:huula Into barracks in 1917. The
Supreme Court, upholding compulsory
drill, has further intrenched militarism in
education We are threatened with UM-
\ el sal ) training.
"We have no alternative, Strike
Against War I'
'I lie Student Outlook, student L. I. D.
pubheation, reports that mans college ad-
M1111311.411t)UN, as a teriult ut the momen-
tum which the strike call has gained,
"have calved striker committees substi-
tute, in the torm ot ottictal4 -inspired as-
semblies, dispels, etc."
These' utters were rejected, the publit:a-
Lyn states, arid it thus explains their re-
jection:
"We are calling upon the students to
sutler because a strike most clearly
brings out the solidarity tat the student
anti-war toren. It gives us a sense in
our own power and ettectiseness in the
tight against war But !note important,
It is a dress rehearsal for what we wall
have to du on our UN ii campus should
wan be declared."
0 IOW& iwysold.s**
"I'M A NEWSPAPER WOMAN.
Its abevnbang work - but I have
to put in tunic Irregular hours
When I'm feeling tel down. I
Smoke a Camel to morone my en
ruts and interest Camels are a
smoother smoke. too They do
taste better " (Stilted)
MAS GARE lu. NICHOLS
IT S. A MAIM. AC !IV'
Ti,,- I • ,o with
the longeril single ..pan ever built
When I'm worn out. I light up a
Camel It QUI( its relieves Int of
tiredness I smoke steadily -have
fin years Camels never upset
my nerves."
(Sigrid) R. G . CONE, Engineer
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
4
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192 Students Make
Spring Dean's List
Orono, Me.. April 4 —Registrar _Line
A Gannett ut the Cnisersii, ot
has announced the Dean's Li.t Ioi the -I
halt of the semester wim h • it m .1 we
Persons making the Dean ,lit i.pri •i
the Silliklits with the highe iced.
record- tor the u- g; a•Ie pri-1
and these students are given rat pi .5
lieges tor the duration ot thr tone set mr
the effectiveness of the hit.
A total of 192 name- appear
List with 36 of these name- r.
first year students
Following is the complen list .1,,
according to college,. w:th if,. It, stileal
List separate
College of Arts and Sciences
Marcia Allen, Newell \ Aver JIM
IUS W Birehand, Thelma L. _HI& king
tun. Paul W. Burke. Valter L. Butt.
held. Alice %V. Campbell, Alice C Coffin,
Velma 1. Colson, Aunt • K
Anna R. Currie, Mildred M. Dixon.
Howard E Etter. D. Max Fitch. Faith
C. Fulger. Susan B. Prost, Elizabeth A
Gifford, Evelsn G. Gulden. Clarice. J.
Grant. Ruth C Harding. George J. liar
risun, Ralph p Higgins. Thonia• NI.
Hill. Ruth C Hinkley.  Geo P Hitching-.
Faith W. Holden, Bernice %% Hopkiro.
Norman M. Jackson. A. Elizabeth I.
ions, Donald G. Johnson, Edith C. Ken
nard. Donald Kyer, Doris E Lauren—
Roger Levenson. Flora H Lutz. Nlarjor is
MacKinnon. Arlene Merrill. John W
Mouw, John J Murray, Virginia C Ne--
son. Arthur A Nichol,. Arthur B
Bernard G. Perkin,, David P. Pier,..,
Wilbert L. Pronovust, Jr., Edward H
Redman. Lucinda E. Ripley, Gwendolyn
G. Roche. Ella M Rowe. Mildred I
Sawyer. Josephine W. Snare. Carol E.
Stevens, Edith H Steven:, Alice R
Stewart. Donald M Stewart, Jam. Still-
man. Cynthia H %%Taggart. George P
Weatherbee, Jr.. Ralph E. Wentworth
John C. Willey.
College of Technology
Actor T Abbott. Jr is I itNI
Bagley. William F Ilarker I.
Bate,. Alton L Bell Gerald G II, eerag.
Philip N. Bower, Everett I. Breeser.
Woodford B. Brown, Thomas B Button
Jame) Jr., t .414. IN.
Vs Aliam L. Crowell, John M Etter, Her
, 11 1-ales. Samuel T. Favor, Crania,.
. olky. Vi. illiamN Lewis, N
. 
Maiden, kojal Li Metia,ui, Jai
Morr.suli. JI., huile k Parsons,
L. Pederson, kicharel A Pfuntrier, Vs ti
lis es.. Pratt, hennas. h Recd. Fred i.
Roberts, David H Rubin, Richard NI
Jim:ar, Gerald E. Stoughton, Leonard A
I honison, kayilionil B. .1 honor. Rubel'.
I "I urrier, James A 11 akeneld, Jr ,
Kober t P. 1% illard.
College of Agriculture
Heist y t_ Alidt. I ci Lkai, M Bade.),
Ralph A Beisel, Helen M Blake, Rose -
mare Boaittnian, Charles B Buck, Rob-
ert h Buckisani, Pauline S Budge. Fran-
ces IL t..aII.igtiaii. Horace M t., Tam/All,
Juliti It DeWitt. I hunuo 13 Evans, Wil-
liam N. karwell, Charlotte U. hitield.
i_ia) land E Folks, Rachel Fowles, Paul
L Gar.in, Maurice K. Goddard, Doriatd
Cayyli, John 1. Greene, Jr , Albert L.
ti age TM), B Hatualtuti, IConiund
L. tiathursie, Edith ES Hill, George L.
Houston, M Hutchings, Robert L.
Jones, Flutelike I. KATilindc, Ruth M
Libby, George %N. Littlefield, Merle NI
alaeBralt, Robert E.. Nlekusick,
us A M, Laughlin, Joel Marsh, Josie V
Naylor, Wesley S. Norton, Robert L.
Uhler. Ira J. Packard, Ahura H. Pease,.
Phyllis C. Peavey, Leigh Plaisted, .Art -
di eve W. Poulson, Alton F. Prince.
Paige B. Rand. Avery E. Rich. Sargent
Russell, Edward Stetson, Glen N), Tur-
ley. Charles c Tropp, Max E I uriitr,
Fred I VI. inch, Jr., Charles utltel,
Carl A. Worthily), Harold E. Young.
11 miord C. Adams.
School of Education
(Jo IUD R Cronkite, Hilda 'I. Eaton,
Jeannette R Goldsmith, Cathryn H Ho, -
tor, Merle S. Jones, Paul NV Moody.
Freshman Dean's List
Ernest E. Adams, Eselyn B.-lriaiic e.
Hervey C. Allem Jr.. Sidney Alpert. Er-
nest F. Andrew, Francis W Bradbur„.
Nelson B. Carter. James R DeCoster,
Hyman S. Glass. Howard M. GocalsOn,
Harold M. Groihnsky, Ida Mac Hart.
Frances E Higgins, Miriam A Hilton,
Ellen B. Hodgkin,. Chester W. hone..
Joseph H Leral•, Leo I. Lieberman.
Dwight E. Lord, Ravmond P. McGinley,
Arland R Meade, Althea H. Milieu. Al
LOST ARTICLES
i..el
Silser klracelet, Sigma Chi seal
Military belt
'I an Beret
BOOKS:
'Economic Thought' by Scutt, Labs:,
Problem book, F.ngli5h k.ssay book. In-
vestment I licvr) text, lust year Mili-
tary text, Descriptive Geometry book,
"Mathematics ot Finance," SIIIIUnSUn 1
Book ot Essays, Elementary Germs],
ii xi. 'General Dairying.' Judkais and
Smith, tracy stt•urveying Manual, Mania
ta,turing ui Pulp and Paper, Vol 111
Black book
light brown summer coat
Oblong tan and black enamel compact ,
dark red compact with initials v L. l<
Green and white crocheted cap
k -hinan tam
Camera, box model
Black earmulls with pale blue lining; :eel
Ear rang; white gold pendant with
white ,tone (lust at Military Ball)
GLOVES:
Dark brown fleece-lined slip on glove ,
tailored dark brown pigskins; pr. gra) fur
lined gloves; pr. men', brown capeskins.
pr. wointri's brown cloth size 0, a pig-
skin glove tor lett hand; pr. pigskin.
size 7; pr women', tan pigskin'.; pr. dark
brown pigskins; pr. brown kid; pr. brovi!i
suede; pr new brown cloth gloses with
white stitching on lingers ; pr women'-
black caliskins with white binding; men -
gra s gloves; man', lett hand pig -kin
8, pr. men's black knitted glove- ; hr
women's dark brown lined glove, aboa,
size 6 1-2; pr women" brown
size 6 3-4; pr thin kid, brown, size 6 1-2
pr. men', brown wool-lined gloves,
10; pr. women's dark brown pigskin'.:
wunien's black leather, lined; pr. MCI, -
black leather glove, (new) ; pr men's
bert L. Owens, Thomas W. Owens, Rob
en G. Parker, George E. Philbrook
Mary H Raye, RcItiril NV Raymond,
Verna E. Robinson, William S. Slialii-
ban. Cora E. Sharon. James H. Siegel.
Frances S. Smith. Edith L. Thomas.
George L. T,oulas. Sherman Vannah.
tum..m.mk, ,u with 'trap at wrist; pr men s
• rk brown leather with wool I g
i.AsSES.
silver m inuiecd glaises in black case.
glasses with gola bow,, rinalesa gokl
bowed glasses, pr. octagon glasses in
creek ease, lull slew glasses in brown
brown plaid hat
N hilt r utsuer I am coat
Brown hat, :Ise 7; blai.k and white
sport hat, grey telt, size 7_
suede jacket
Car key, key ring with 1 keys; black
leather key case with 3 keys, key and
license heddes ; a keys iii worn key holder
small size natural pigskin ,
long %tasted gray mitten, , black leatner
iieece lined Mittens; .light blue mittens .
pr. brown niittens; a ili4u, a dark brown
wool mitten; pr. nian's blue and white
checked mittens; tan mittens with red
Aimt blue stripes; man s gray mittens , pr,
green striped mittens; brown mit-
iii'., pi striped, black, red and blue mit-
tens.
Leather notebook with zipper pocket,
if-tinge,/ black nutetiook, black leathei
notebook; brown, /ringed notebook,
black louse teal notebook.
Bruwil zwper pipe ease with pipe In-
side
I 'EN s .
Gray and black pen; blue P r ;
black pen with broad pout; Shaeli,
pen, large black and green, waited at
both ends; black Spethertan pen; short
black 11'a/et:man; man, It aterman with
gold cap; brown and red It 'alit, red, gray,
and white Shaef ler ; light gray Snaeller ;
red iountain pen; green Moore; black
and white (Jarman; gray and red
It a;, rthan; rose colored 11.aterman;
black It aterman with silver clip aiai
band; plain light brown II 'aterman ;
small black Waterman; blue and red Lady
Paoli ma; red and brown Parker; gray
..1/ia,e; red and gray Muure; bottom
van of a green Parker pen; medium dark
km Parker, ; black Parker, with goid
nand, brown Parker; brick colored Pa,
C. ; green I r pen and pencil Coin -
limed ; large green pen; combination pen
and pencil, grien. With name engraved;
plain green Shao r with gold band; a
wine colored pen.
PENCILS:
Black Script,' pencil, black Shen/kr ,
black Loarkar, ;gray mixed II ettirroraa ,
Green it aJilEz,etshorp, gold Ererikdrf
44 Civil Engineers
Pin; an athletic scholarship pin
PUCKE. 1 BUUKS
Small black leather zipper (3 bills, a
pen, and pad inside). small black pus se
&containing key, compact, handkerchier ) ,
bri.avai change purse (.75 cents inside):
gray change purse, brown suede pocact-
wok black wallet, A. I U. on inside,
brown, yellow and Orange yarn purse,
small brown pocketbook, small white
pocketbook (containing money order for
*5.) , blue sipper purse.
stanaurd H.gh school ring, siher
ring.
2 slide rules
Brown plaid scarf; blue scarf; brown
triangular scart ;black silk scan.
Bright green veket tam with feather
lire chain
Dark brown umbrella
Mans ‘Vaithant pocket watch
Swiss, white gold, oblong wrist watch
Liulovm wrist watch
ANY FOUND ARTICLES MAY
BE BROUGHT INTO THE
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
---o— —
Found Articles
In Registrar's °free—
ueld glass button
String rosary beads
Silver Clip—letter "B"
"IF watch fob
Key; key no. 505 on it
GLASSES:
Pr. horn-rimmed glasses; pr dark. 8-
sided glasses; pr. dark glasses in brown
case; pr. silver rimmed glasses.
GLOVES:
The following women's gloves have
been brought in: 2 pair tan fabric gloves:
pr. dark brown fabric, pr black suede
gloves; pr. white cotton mesh gloves; pr.
knitted gloves—brown and tan striped:
pr. dark brown kid with lacing on cuffs;
pr. black leather with fancy cuff; 1
black kid (right hand); pr. brown kid.
Men's gloves brought in: pair brown
leather, fleece lined; pair brown kid. wool
lined (practically new) ; pr. black lea-
ther.11eace lined, with strap at wrist,
7 1-2; pair brown leather, fleece Iliad
paw light pigskins, tarovni, hued flu;
loose tor right hand; black leather ylL.
ben tlecce liming tor right hand; dare
brown glove size 7 tor lett hand; dark
Vown glove tor right hand (thumb
, brown leather, tltece lined le
reit hand, tan iur hued glove for ie:
hand; brown, lined, strap at wrist, 3ize
S:
k U. T C. cap; white and blue is.
ter toque, green crocheted tam; 2 da:.:
bine telt caps with visor.
Yellow tatted edged handkerchn
Slide Rule in black case
W lute wool scan; blue vas il.i •
striped scarf
Ml TTENS :
Pr. striped—brown, yellow, orange ar-,
green; pr. white mittens.
Small notebook containing Bt 35 not,
(tcund in 205 stevens); black, it
covered, louse-leafed notebook.
Notes on lined cards; notes on pla
white cards.
Silver Tucktite bag (found in Merl._
Hall), contains 2 handkerchiefs.
Ring with glass stone; cameo ring.
Pearl handled jacknife.
PENS AND PENCILS:
Mottled brown "Capitol Education'
per.; black Waterman Pen; Short bla, •
Crocker pen; black Shaeffer pencil
gold clip, pointed at end; mottled black
and white Arcadia pencil; green and
black pencil; green pen with "Betty" on
PINS:
Skull and cross bones pin; Life Saving
Service pin; Chemistry manual and nutc
book; 1 pr. colored glasses; 2 pr. striped
mittens.
GERMAN CLUB HAS
FIFTEEN INITIATES
At a meeting in Steven' Hall, Tue-
day. March 19, Der Deutsche Verein 711-
itiated the following members: Jtmiu-
Birchard. Celia Cohen, Mary Dunton.
Geneva Epstein. Max Fitch, Bruno Go-
lub:4o. Faith Holden, Frank Lindenber-
ger. Laurence Mann. Virginia Nelson.
Thomas Reed, Mildred Sawyer, Nlarga
ret Sewall, Alice Stewart and Heir!,
Tutcomb.
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I am always the same. . . always mild, fine-tasting
and fragrant. I am made of center leaves, only.
The top leaves are undeveloped, acrid and biting.
The bottom leaves are grimy, tasteless and harsh.
I am made of only the fragrant, expensive center
leaves. I give you the mildest, best-tasting smoke.
I do not irritate your throat. I'm your best friend.
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t VITALISM MUST CO
SAYS  JOHN N. SAYRE
on-Violence and Class Con-
flicts" Topic at
Assembly
Violence is not necessary in changing
t: e capitalistic system, which, it seems,
• :1-t be changed. Five non-violent meth-
f economic revolution were suggested
John Nevin Sayre, chairman of the Fel-
• a sliip of Reconciliation, in his talk "Non-
lence in Class Conflict,' in the Little
catre, Monday afternoon. His visit
.. sponsored by the M.C.A.
fr. Sayre compared present day class
'Ars to those before the Civil War,
the great problem of slavery was of
ing importance. War was used in
ase to effect social change, but some-
c- (1.,t even war can better conditions.
"I lie first method Mr. Sayre cited was
: I education and agitation, fundament-
change. Using illustrations from
-
hase's book The Economy of
he showed how struggle could
.erted by educating the people to the
..zation that an economy of abundance
. -taut.
,r4anization is the second method. It
•ant to maintain the right of labor
to boycott, and to picket in case
;sc. Mr. Sayre defended strikes only
..eapons which labor deserved, even if
.% ere not the satisfactory means of
about change. Class struggle is
if workers are not allowed to
those methods in defense of their rights.
,tization of voters to work for a new
- is also effective. The two powerful
-al parties today stand for the present
tn. There is need for a radical party,
use democracy for its own ends.
The third method of change is that of
•Iti,at and demonstration. Invention
caused complete revolution in many
created many problems, and should
-01 now to solve those problems in the
-.•st of people. Mr. Sayre mentioned
Tennessee Valley Authority, which
,I.strates the possibilities of efficiency,
., and permanent benefits that can be
cted by government agencies. The
T V A. has used the resources that capital
:'carded in its seeking for new oppor-
u:•Ities for profit, and is creating natural
wealth with no idea of personal profit in
mind. This is creatiag great change in
that region and no violence is engendered.
It is characteristic that the masses try
:t-event a backward step in their af-
-. although they will support no radical
• 
.-ares, even if they would profit in the
Therefore, the fourth method, the
,• and boycott, must be defended. The
• dis not progressive, but must be
to prevent retrogression.
-11ective endurance of suffering is the
method described by Mr. Sayre. He
'rated this point with examples of
.• .re brought about by the followers of
in their fight for Indian indepen-
e. Extreme patience and willingness
-tiller for the cause must in the end re-
-: t in at least a step toward the desired
To those who fear violence in the revo-
ut:on that seems inevitable, these methods
re the solution of a great problem.
them all together will produce slow,
j. effective change and eventually bring
iN.tit the adoption of a new order.
r the auspices of Der Deutsche
- 1, honorary German club, several
f pictures connected with Germany
: shown in the I.ittle Theatre on
olay, April 18, at 7:30 p.m.
first two reels to be shown, "Gar-
l'artenkirchen. Scene of the Olym-
ter Games 1936," is expected to be
-al interest to the student body.
e reel. "A Vintager's Festival in
irliate," will be given.
CO - EDS
the Carroll Cut-Rate
Store for Perfumes,
Cosmetics and Toiletries
PERFUMES
Ouelque Fleur .49
Eve-in
-Paris .49
Shalimar 1.39
Xmas
-Night 1.79
Golli-Wogg .69
Bellodgia 1.39
Coty's Perfume .49
Carioca .39
FINGER-NAIL POLISH
New Shades
Black—Brown—Greeen
R o se—Red—Shell
CARROLL
CUT-RATE
PERFUMER
Hammond St., Bangor
•
DR. JAMES M. BARTLETT
WILL RETIRE IN JUNE
- -
Dr. James Monroe Bartlett. head ot the
Chemistry Department of the Agricultural
Experiment Station at the University, will
retire on June 30, 1935, according to a re-
cent annotuicement by President Arthur A.
Hauck. Doctor Bartlett was born on
September 5. 1854, in the town of Litch-
field. Maine, and attended the grade schools
and the academy in that town. He gradu-
ated from the University of Maine with
the class of 1880. The University was then
known as the Maine State College. Dur-
ing the years of 1881 and 1882 he sold
nursery stock to earn money with which to
pay his expenses for further education.
During the school year of 1882-83 Doc-
tor Bartlett took graduate work at Cornell
University. The University of Maine
awarded him the Master's Degree in 1883.
He also received the Honorary' degree of
Doctor of Science from the University in
1927.
Doctor Bartlett was employed at Penn-
sylvania State College as assistant chemist
during the fiscal year 1884-85 and came to
the Maine Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion on May 1st, 1885, also as assistant
chemist. From this date he has been in
active service of his State and his Alma
Mater. He celebrated his 80th birthday
last September and on May 1st will have
served in the same department for a half
century. He came to the University as
assistant chemist and moved up with the
years to head of the Chemistry Depart-
ment. He has had charge of all the chem-
istry work in the Station hut his particular
duties have been concerned with the in-
spections of commercial fertilizers; com-
mercial feeds: foods and drugs; and com-
mercial agricultural seeds, insecticides and
fungicides. The inspections service has
been influential in effecting marked im-
provements in the quality of these goods
offered for sale in the State. This service,
therefore, has been of tremendous value to
the agriculture of the State.
During the illness of the former Direc-
tor of the Station, Doctor W. J. Morse,
Doctor Bartlett served in the capacity of
Acting Director of the Station. His rec-
ord of 50 years of active service is reflect-
ed in the following remarks made when he
was awarded an honorary degree by his
Alma Mater:
"James Monroe Bartlett, a loyal son of
the State of Maine, graduate of the Uni-
versity of Maine, contributor through
research work to the scientific advance-
ment of Agriculture, referee and con-
tributor to important methods of analysis
of the Official Agricultural Chemists
Association. For 42 years chief client-
ist of the Maine Agricultural Experi-
ment Station.
"You have by your integrity, fidelity and I
personality won the respect and love of
your associates."
Farm and Home Week
Largest Ever Held
1 :.e Farm ttii Home Week
held at the University of Maine. March
25-28. erased all previous attendance rec-
ords with 1437 enrolled.
Sixteen state organizations in addition
to the College of Agriculture, the Ex-
tension Service, and the Maine Experi-
ment Station cooperated in presenting the
program which was officially opened with
an address of welcome by Arthur Deer-
ing. Dean of the College of Agriculture.
Speeches and discussion groups as well
as exhibits were conducted by men and
women vitally interested in the advance-
ment of the different aspects of the Maine
agriculturist. Faculty members from the
University of New Hampshire. Colby,
Bates, Michigan. Colgate, Columbia. and
Massachusetts State, as well as repre-
sentatives of the National and State gov-
ernments were listed among the speakers.
The aim of the program is to keep the
Maine farmer in touch with the scientific
and economic advancement in his field.
Practical, scientific, and economic aspects
of the farmers' problems are analyzed and
simplified. Highlights of the sessions
were the chopping contest, the new poul-
try-judging contest, grange night, the
Winslow and Merrill Hall exhibitions, and
the final banquet. The proceedings were
broadcast through the three campus out-
lets in Memorial Gymnasium, Alumni, and
Lord Halls over WLBZ. Among the stu-
dents participating were Margaret Young,
Clara Hodsdon, Edith Hill, Isabel Free-
man, and Sylvia Alpert.
RESULTS OF ENGLISH
MAJOR EXAMS POSTED
As a result of the recently held major
examinations conducted by the Department
of English, the following senior major
rating has been posted. The rating is based
solely upon the combined average of the
students' standing in the written and oral
examinations in literature recently taken
and in the written examination in the
mechanics of writing, taken in the spring
of last year. It accordingly does not take
A. 0. PI GIVES FIRST
FORMAL OF SEASON
To Alpha Omicron Pi fell the honor of
t:.e first sorority formal of the season when
it entertained over 50 couples at the Penob-
scot Valley Country Club Friday evening.
April 5. Professor and Mrs. John Ash-
worth, Prof. and Mrs. A. C. Andrews,
and Mrs. Marion Sawyer chaperoned.
The committee consisted of Ruth Shurtleff,
chairman, Alice Crowell, and Marjorie
Young.
A feature of the evening was the intro-
duction of the sorority initiates who were
presented through the framework of a
large "0" of the A 0 PI seal on the Coun-
try Club stage. They were: Adolphine
Voegelin. Rose Whitmore, Katharine Cox.
Katherine Rowe, Sarah Littletield, Ruth
Perry, Virginia Palmer, Naida Sanders,
Jane Goldsmith, Elizabeth Schiro, and
Henrietta Cliff.
KAPPA SIGMA HOST
TO CHI OMEGA GIRLS
The mountain came to Mohamet Friday
night when the Chi Omegas descended
en masse upon the Kappa Sigma house to
attend a stag "vic" party given in their
honor by the fraternity.
Under the glaring rays of a huge spot-
light focussed on all arrivals, each car-
load of girls was greeted by a delegation
of "brothers" and led into the house. A
huge white owl, with the inscription.
"Welcome, sister Chi Omegas," stood in
the hallway beneath Kappa Sigma and Chi
Omega banners.
Mrs. Webster chaperoned. Refresh-
ments of ice cream, cookies and punch
were served during the evening.
into consideration such other details as
scholarship standing, personality, or col-
legiate activities.
IR accordance with the practice of the
Department since the examinations were
first given. in 1923. the students' names in
the upper half of the class on this basis
are announced, in the following order:
John C. Willey, Philip G. Pendell, Edith
C. Kennard, Velma I. Colson, Richard P.
Wooster, Donald M. Stewart, F. Janet
Brown, Carl H. Bottume, Agnes K.
Crowley, Joyce C. Stevens, Jean G. Walk-
er.
NOTEBOOKS
LARGE ONES
SMALL ONES
MIDDLE SIZE ONES
Prices Reduced to Move Them
Notice the Display
University Store Co.
•
Fussed by a Faux Pas?
When Uncle Elmer steps on your bridal train just
'oti art. about to ankl.e down the aisle . don't
let the episode upsut N on. Take time out for a
sunny-smooth Old Gold. And presto! . . .
feel serene again. Darn clever . . . these 0. Gs
AT TRYING TIMES ....TRY A cntooth OLD GOLD
Growing Interest in Anti-Hearst
Drive Among Students Here
(Costimied from Page One)
crats.
The alleged reasons for the boycott are,
in brief, Hearst's animosity towards labor,
his militarism. and his attempted control
of the schools, with the last professed rea-
son being of particular interest to the stu-
dents. Hearst has attacked, in this connec-
tion, such internationally famous educators
as John Dewey, professor emeritus of
philosophy, Columbia University ; Robert
M. Hutchins, President, University of
Chicago; W. A. Neilson, President, Smith
College. and many others.
Those who are especially impelled into
joining this txiycott because of the ani-
mosity they claim he manifests towards
labor, assert that both in his editorial poli-
cies and in the actual treatment he accords
his own employees his hostility towards
labor appears.
Joining these charges with the militaris-
tic attitude of which they accuse him, they
conclude that Hearst constitutes a fascist
menace in America. that lw is a danger to
the perpetuation of peace and of democracy.
DR. ARTHUR JENSEN -
TO READ AT VESPERS
The program for Vespers on next Sun-
day, April 14, will include the reading it
poetry by Dr. Arthur E. Jensen, of the
Department of English, and several musi-
cal numbers appropriaw to Palm Sunday.
The service will be held in the Little Thea-
tre at 4:15, and is ..pen to the public.
During vacation, two home etImomics
seniors, Elizabeth Crowley and Sarah
Meltzer, gave a lecture-demonstration on
clothing selection before the Y.W.C.A. in
Auburn.
• Patronize Our Advertisers
GIRLS
Your Knockabout Jacket
can be of good quality
Suede Leather
And can be had for
only $5.00 at
THE STAR STORE
Main St., Bangor
BANGOR SYMPHONY TO
PLAY AT ASSEMBLY
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra, wi-
der the direction of Prof. A. %V. Sprague
of the Department of Music, will play at
assembly on April 19.
The orchestra has played many times in
the past before University audiences.
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 on
Thurs.. April 11
"THE HUMAN SIDE"
with
Adolphe Menjou and Doris keny, ,
A picture that' will hold piur
interest from start to finish
Fri. and Sat.. Apr. 12-13
"THE LITTLE COLONEL"
with
Shirley Temple and Lionel
Barrymore
Mon., April 15
"ONE MORE SPRING"
with
Warner Baxter, Janet (iaynor.
and Walter King
Tues. and Wed., .kpr. Ifi-17
"AFTER OFFICE HOURS"
with
Billie Burke, Clark Gable, and
Constance Bennett
Thurs., April 18
One day- only
"VANESSA" Her Love Story
with
Helen Hayes and Robvi
Montgomery
TUFTS COLLEGE
DENTAL SCHOOL
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It's an ultra-short wave radio telephone antenna—before
being raised above the dunes of Cape Cod.
For some years, Bell System engineers have been studying
ultra-short waves. They have developed automatic trans.
mittens and receivers which may be connected with regular
telephone lines at points far from central offices. They hope
such radio links will be useful in giving telephone service
to points difficult to reach
by usual niethods.
The installation on Cape
Cod—which is now under.'
going service tests—is just
one more example of Bell
System pioneering in the
public interest.
Why not
telephone home one
night each week? Bargain
rotes after 8:30 P. M.—
reverse the charges if
your folks agree,
BELL TELEPHONE "Ir E 1 I
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By Ray Galley
Baseball and track candidates got
back in the grind last week in prep-
arati, 41 for lengthy spring outdoor
schedules. .Nt present both track and
baseball teams are seriously handi-
capped by lack of space. One half
of the armory is devoted to baseba
ll
and the other half to the field 
events
while the runners have taken 
over
the cinderiQth: thus each has 
its
share but a sorely inadequate 
share
to really do all that the coa
ches and
candidates would like to do. The
candidates for the freshman nine
have still more handicaps to put 
up
with as they cannot take over 
the
cage until six at night after the 
var-
sity baseballers have left.
/nce the practice field is clear of
snow and has dried up suffici
ently.
the varsity nine will move out
doors
and the trackmen will take ove
r the
gridirtm until the diamond has been
outlimll. Lack of sufficient practice
space has ever been a serious p
rob-
km for the van us outdoor spo
rts.
During the recent recess Coach
Ered Brice attended a convention 
of
football cc.maches in Providence where
the Maine mentor gave a talk 
on
"mouse-trap'' plays. The conve
n-
tion was devoted to all phases 
of
football and Coach Brice came back
with an urge to call out his gridste
rs
for spring practice as the majority
of coaches are doing. But baseball
and lack of practice space have pr
e-
vented it to date although there is a
possibility that there will be a short
practice sessi in later in the spring.
Eddie Roundy at Colby and Dave
lore at Bates are sending their
proteges through their paces at the
present time and are devoting con-
siderable time this year to spring
practice. Adam Walsh, new Bow-
in mentor, has imbued the Polar
Bear eleven aspirants with a new
spirit, according to reports from
down that way and the majority of
caches and scribes are of the opinion
that the 1935 edition of the Bowdoin
grid team will be a decided threat for
the State of Maine football title.
Although Ctssch Brice is restrict-
ing baseball practice to fundamentals
and cont itil ming work for the most
part. the l'ale Blue maestro has al-
ready selected a first string infield
and battery w ith the outfield still a
matter if considerable conjecture.
.1.1w men selected to date are veterans I
of last year's team but several have i
been radically changed front their
positil Ins of last year. Two surpris-
Mg changes were made when Brice
to, ,k Milt MacBride front shortstop
and pla him behind the plate and at
t c time brought Rusty Walton
fr..in the gardens and put hunt at •
third.
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'THE NEW
DENTISTRY
A Nate of 1'f...restive Medicin,
College Men find in it unusual
opportunities for • career
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
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JOEL MARSH CHOSEN CRONKITE, PERKINS ARE 
SPORTS SCHEDULE
CAPTAIN OF RELAY
Joel Marsh, a man whom Coach Ches-
ter Jenkins considers to be one of the
greatest runners ever to wear the Pale
Blue spangles of the University of Maine,
was elected honorary captain of relay at
the last meeting of the Maine Athletic As-
sociation, according to an announcement
from the office of Ted S. Curtis, faculty
manager of athletics.
Marsh has been a member of the varsity
relay and cross country teams since his
sophi more year and has made an excep-
tionally fine record. His running this year
has been marked by frequent record break-
ing in dual meets, while at the University
Club Meet in Boston the past winter his
performance drew praise from many track
coaches and sports writers. At the Uni-
versity Club Meet the year previous, Maine
was entered in Class B competition; Joe
established a new mark for the 880 yard
run. This year Maine was moved up to
Class A and Marsh again proceeded to
lower the 880 record, setting up a new
mark of 1:58 4-5 over the previous mark
of 2:1.
Marsh is a member of Phi Kappa Sigma
and is a proctor in the freshman dorms.;
He comes from Scarsdale. N. Y.
NOTICE
Nominations for officers of Wom-
en's Student Government Associa-
tion, to be voted upon Thursday,
April 18, are as follows:
President, Virginia Nelson, Eliz-
abeth Schiro.
Vice-president: Faith Folger,
Jane Sullivan.
Secretary: Audrey Bishop, Carol
Stevens.
Treasurer: Bee Lou Hodgkin's,
Mary Wright.
WINNERS IN TOURNEY,
"Ike tit,ais of tlie intramural doubles
tournament were played last Saturday af-
ternoon. Cronkite and Perkins defeated
Fogarty and Brookes in four sets, 5-7, 9-7,
6-2, 8-6. As the score shows, it was a
close fight all through and one of the
most colorful tennis matches on the cam-
pus in recent years.
Fifty-eight men started in the tourna-
ment. Of the eight teams left to play the
quarter finals. Murphy-Downey defeated
Pendell-Averill 6-4, 0-6, 6-2; Cronkite-
Perkins defeated Hamilton-Beers 6-3, 6-1;
Fogarty-Brookes defeated Lane-Nfesseck
6-3, 6-3; and Hooper-Crocker defeated
Fellows-Johnstone 6-0, 6-2.
In the semi-finals, Cronkite and Perkins
won over Murphy and Downey 6-1, 6-4,
(,-3. Fogarty and Brookes defeated Hoop-
er and Crocker 6-4, 8-6, 6-3, leaving
Cronkite-Perkins and Fugarty-Brookets
in the final round.
The Hurd Trophy, which goes to the
%k inners of this contest, will be presented to
Perkins and Cronkite at a tennis rally to,
he held by the Tennis Club in May.
NOTICE
It is requested by the varsity "M"
Club and the Senior Skulls that all
prep school and high school insignia
shall not be worn on the campus.
This applies to upper classmen as
welt as to fresh
Senior Skulls
Varsity "M" Club
Any sophomore interested in obtaining ,
the Editorship of the 1937 Prism shouldL
report immediately to Edward H. Kelley
in the Treasurer's Office and to David S.
Itrown, Editor-in-chief of the 1936 Pri,,,,
The complete schedules for outdoor
sports activities at the University of Maine
this Spring shows that Maine teams will
participate in one of the most interesting;
and lengthy of schedules ever to be at-
tempted at Maine. The following is the
complete list to date:
Varsity Baseball
Apr. 20 Colby at Waterville
(Exhibition game)
Apr. 24 Brown at Providence
Apr. 25 Rhode Island at Kingston
Apr. 27 Boston College at Boston
May 4 Colby at Orono
May 7 Bowdoin at Brunswick
May 8 Bates at Lewiston
May 10 Bowdoin at Orono
May 13 Bates at Orono
May 15 Colby at Waterville
May 18 Bowdoin at Brunswick
May 22 Bates at Orono
May 30 Colby at Waterville
Varsity Track
Apr. 26-7 Penn Relays at Philadelphia
.Apr. 27 Springfield at Springfield
May 4 Holy Cross at Orono
May 11 Colby and Bates at Lewiston
May 18 Bates and New Hampshire at
Lewiston
May 24-5 New England I.C.A.A. at
Portland
May 31-June 1 I.C. 4-A at Cambridge
NOTICE
Volley ball game, will start next week.
All upperclass women must have four ,
Practices to be eligible for a team.
The University Athletic Department
wishes to thank Mr. A. L. Goldsmith of
the Strand Theatre in Orono for his kind-
ness in offering the use of his theatre and
equipment to the Athletic Department in
the showing of "Play Ball," a baseball pic-
ture which over 400 students, faculty, and
°- ends attended and enjoyed.
FORTY GIRLS TAKING
CAMP COUNSELOR COURSE
About forty girls are taking the vac,
weeks camp counselor course being given i
KENRICK SPARROW TO
SPEAK FOR MAINE IN
STATE PEACE CONTEST
Kenrick Sparrow will represent t!
by Miss Lucile Townsend. a member of University of 
Maine this year at the State
the national field staff of the Girl Scouts.
Miss Townsend has had wide experience
in the field of girls' camping. She received
her training in Camp Chaparral in Red-
wood State Park in California and at Camp
Edith Macey in New York. She has also;
directed camps and been a counselor.
The aim of the course is to familiarise
girls with the problems and solutions of
camping and form a background for the
camp counselor's work.
Peace Oratorical Contest sponsored at.-
nually by the Intercollegiate Peace .3-
sociation. The contest is to be held un
April 15 at Colby College.
The speeches of the contestants arc a
to deal with the problem of peace. Priz,
will be awarded the winners.
Kenrick Sparrow was selected to re;
resent Maine at a local contest held here a
few weeks ago.
EVENING GOWNS
$10.75 $25.00
QUILTED EVENING COATS IN PASTEL SHADES
at $13.75
& E I , 11).PICAIn.11..ator _
Wig ----
SLIDE RULES
MAIDC IN LI • A
Back of Every Achievement of
Modem Engineering
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
NEW YORK HOBOK
EN. N. J.
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS SAN FRAN
CISCO MONTREAL
America's Foremost Nfanufacturer of Drawling Maceriaii,
Surveyang Instruments anei Measuring Ta
pes 'UM
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Today the Governor of North Carolina
says to the Governor ofSouth Carob. na—
"Have a cigarette"
ToDAY people all ove
r the world use
tobacco in one form or another.
They chew it, they smoke it in pipes,
they smoke cigars and cigarettes, and here
is what an eminent physician said about
cigarettes:
"1 hare been something of a student
of cigarettes, and it is my belief that
they offer the mildest and purest form
in which tobacco is used.-
Yes, nowadays the cigarette is the most
popular form in which tobacco is used. A
good cigarette certainly gives men and
women a lot of pleasure.
Have a Chesterfield—
For one thing—they're milder.
For another thing—they taste begs.
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